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Answer the questions. 

1.	 Which	word	has	both	the	/ē/	and	/ū/	sounds?	 _______________________

2.	 Which	five-syllable	word	has	the	/ē/	sound?	 _______________________

3.	 In	the	word	reencounter,	how	many	different	sounds	does	e	make?	 _______________________

4.	 In	the	word	misconduct,	are	the	vowel	sounds	long,	short,	or	both?	 _______________________

Write a spelling word for each definition. 

5.	 unequally	sized	or	distributed	 _______________________

6.	 led	astray;	incorrect;	done	in	error	 _______________________

7.	 to	break	down,	especially	biologically	or	chemically	 _______________________

8.	 practice,	especially	in	preparation	for	a	performance	 _______________________

Write a spelling word that is an antonym for each word below. 

9.	 	alike		 __________________________	(10 letters)

10.		ascent		 __________________________	(7 letters)

11.		encode	 __________________________	(8 letters)

12.		ongoing		 __________________________	(12 letters)

Spelling	List	F-16: Prefix Review

disproportionate
disembodied
misdiagnosed
reencounter
decontaminate
discontinued
descent

Spelling Words Review Words

runner-up
airborne
wherever

misdemeanor
discombobulated

Challenge Words

mistreatment
deodorant
regenerative
rehearsal
dissimilar
redistribute
renovation

misguided
decompose
decipher
disinfectant
misconduct
misstep
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Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box. 

13.		Emilia	heard	a	creepy,	_______________________	voice	while	investigating	the	haunted	house.

14.		Antonio’s	parents	_______________________	his	strep	throat,	thinking	it	was	a	common	cold.

15.		Joel	cleaned	his	wound	thoroughly	with	_______________________	before	bandaging	it.

16.		What	type	of	_______________________	do	you	prefer:	stick,	gel,	or	spray?

17.		The	new	homeowners	thought	the	outdated	bathroom	required	_______________________.

18.		_______________________	of	animals	can	result	in	hefty	fines	or	jail	sentences.

19.		Careful!	One	_______________________	on	this	narrow	mountainside	trail	could	be	disastrous.

20.		Some	scientists	are	exploring	whether	the	_______________________	abilities	of	animals	like	 
	 	starfish	and	lizards	could	be	used	to	improve	human	medicine.

Answer the questions. 

21.		Which	review	word	uses	the	same	vowel	to	make	different	sounds?				_______________________

22.  Which review word only	has	r-controlled	vowel	sounds?	 	 			_______________________

23.		Which	review	word	has	two	short	vowel	sounds?	 	 			_______________________

24.		In	the	word	misdemeanor,	which	syllable	has	a	long	vowel	sound?				_______________________

25.		How	many	long	vowel	sounds	are	in	the	word	discombobulated?				_______________________

regenerative
misstep

mistreatment
renovation

disinfectant
deodorant

misdiagnosed
disembodied 
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Answer the questions. 

1.	 Which	word	has	both	the	/ē/	and	/ū/	sounds?	 _______________________

2.	 Which	five-syllable	word	has	the	/ē/	sound?	 _______________________

3.	 In	the	word	reencounter,	how	many	different	sounds	does	e	make?	 _______________________

4.	 In	the	word	misconduct,	are	the	vowel	sounds	long,	short,	or	both?	 _______________________

Write a spelling word for each definition. 

5.	 unequally	sized	or	distributed	 _______________________

6.	 led	astray;	incorrect;	done	in	error	 _______________________

7.	 to	break	down,	especially	biologically	or	chemically	 _______________________

8.	 practice,	especially	in	preparation	for	a	performance	 _______________________

Write a spelling word that is an antonym for each word below. 

9.	 	alike		 __________________________	(10 letters)

10.		ascent		 __________________________	(7 letters)

11.		encode	 __________________________	(8 letters)

12.		ongoing		 __________________________	(12 letters)
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ANSWER KEY

redistribute

decontaminate

three

short

disproportionate

misguided

decompose

rehearsal

dissimilar

descent

decipher

discontinued

Spelling	List	F-16: Prefix Review

disproportionate
disembodied
misdiagnosed
reencounter
decontaminate
discontinued
descent

Spelling Words Review Words

runner-up
airborne
wherever

misdemeanor
discombobulated

Challenge Words

mistreatment
deodorant
regenerative
rehearsal
dissimilar
redistribute
renovation

misguided
decompose
decipher
disinfectant
misconduct
misstep



Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box. 

13.		Emilia	heard	a	creepy,	_______________________	voice	while	investigating	the	haunted	house.

14.		Antonio’s	parents	_______________________	his	strep	throat,	thinking	it	was	a	common	cold.

15.		Joel	cleaned	his	wound	thoroughly	with	_______________________	before	bandaging	it.

16.		What	type	of	_______________________	do	you	prefer:	stick,	gel,	or	spray?

17.		The	new	homeowners	thought	the	outdated	bathroom	required	_______________________.

18.		_______________________	of	animals	can	result	in	hefty	fines	or	jail	sentences.

19.		Careful!	One	_______________________	on	this	narrow	mountainside	trail	could	be	disastrous.

20.		Some	scientists	are	exploring	whether	the	_______________________	abilities	of	animals	like	 
	 	starfish	and	lizards	could	be	used	to	improve	human	medicine.

Answer the questions. 

21.		Which	review	word	uses	the	same	vowel	to	make	different	sounds?				_______________________

22.  Which review word only	has	r-controlled	vowel	sounds?	 	 			_______________________

23.		Which	review	word	has	two	short	vowel	sounds?	 	 			_______________________

24.		In	the	word	misdemeanor,	which	syllable	has	a	long	vowel	sound?				_______________________

25.		How	many	long	vowel	sounds	are	in	the	word	discombobulated?				_______________________
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wherever

airborne

runner-up

third

two

disembodied

misdiagnosed

disinfectant

deodorant

renovation

Mistreatment

misstep

regenerative

ANSWER KEY
Spelling	List	F-16: Prefix Review

regenerative
misstep

mistreatment
renovation

disinfectant
deodorant

misdiagnosed
disembodied 


